Abstract-This paper presents an approach to train junior Windows software programmers for making software more appealing to students. This approach proposes to separate the software development technologies into three layers, which are the language layer, the application layer and the project layer.
INTRODUCTION
Software programming is a branch of computer science and engineering(CSE). With the development of computer application, many people from other areas need to do some programming work and it is hard for the beginner to master the basic skills of software programming. Project-based learning (PBL) [I] appears as one of the most efficient and interesting instructional strategies [2] in the engineering education context. Related research in [3] and [4] tries to engage students in authentic real-world tasks. And the PBL strategy can significantly enhance the learning [5] . In this paper, we will represent a training course for junior software programmers base on PBL.
II.

COURSE ARCHITECTURE
For junior software programmers, they always spend much time on programming language syntax. After that period, they often have the question that what can I do? I still cannot construct a simple software such as Windows Calculator. At the beginning of our training, we must tell the students that what is a Windows software and what you must know to be a software programmer. Figure 1 shows our course architecture.
We separate our course into three layers, which is shown in Fig.1 , they are:
• Language Layer. The student must finish this layer at first. And we arrange 42 hours(7 days) at the language layer. For a programmer want to do some Windows applications, there are many languages to choose, such as C++,Java and C#. Here we use C++ for our training language because the C++ has two
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Chinese Academy of Sciences Beijing, China yinlei@tianbo.com.cn main features in the most popular programming languages. Firstly, the C++ is a Middle OOP language. In fact, C++ is a better C [6] , which is the basic programming language. Almost all the student who want to be a software engineer have learned the C language by self or in the previous course. Secondly, the C++ has a more complex syntax then other OOP languages. For example, the friend relationship, the default parameter syntax and the pointer & reference syntax.
• Application Layer. This layer occupies 60 hours(10 days) in our course. After familiar with the C++ language, students will enter the application layer. In this period, we will tell them the how to build a featured program, such as DB application, network application and MT application. We choose MFC as our basic programming library since it is an old but still popular programming library and was written in C++.
• Project Layer. To be a real software engineer, the student should learn some Software Engineering issues. We plan a project layer at the end of our course. Because our course is mainly faced to those beginner, the purpose of this layer is only to introduce the basic issue in software engineering. There are 3 days for the student to browse the concepts and 5 days for them to finish the last big project. We aimed to teach the student who want to be a software engineer the basic knowledge to build an application. After this course, a student should use the basic C++ syntax practiced and can read the complex code contains extended 978-1-4673-5032-7/12/$3\.00 ©20 12 IEEEsyntax. And he should have the idea of how to build a useful Windows application and how to obtain assistance from documents and online references. Finally, he can build a real Windows application by himself.
III. PBL BASED COURSE DESIGN
A. Dummy Examples for Syntax
It is very hard to build a project to represent a proper syntax because the application context is too complex to let the learner focus on a simple syntax. The beginners will be confused with the multiple lines code. We built 20 example to show the C++ key syntax. Each example are based on a virtual background and we call them dummy examples. The examples should be easy to understand and as interesting as possible. Meanwhile, the examples should contain the key points of Data Structure and Design Patterns [7] . Data Structure is one of the most importance basic course in CSE and Design Patterns is the high level abstraction of OOP.
Here we show 5 typical examples.
• List Structure. This example is based on the single list structure and it is an importance bridge to contact the C and the C++ programming language. The student code a C style list firstly, which use the syntax struct and pointer. Then we replace the struct key word with the class key word. And we can propose the access control problem and introduce public, private key words to them. From this example, students may know that the class is almost same with the struct and familiar with the access control method.
• Person Class. We use the Person class to explain some syntaxes because this class is very visualized.
Everyone knows that a person should have some attributes such as age and name, which are names as data members in OOP. And a person should have some behaviors such as Go2School and Buy Ticket.
We call those behaviors function member in OOP. Besides these concepts, the main purpose of this example is to show the initialization processes of the class. We use a InitPerson method at first and tell the student these method is very importance but easily to be ignored by the client programmer. Then we bring out the construction method to fix the pitfall. After this demo students can know the key ideas of constructor, destructor and default constructor.
• IOEngine Class. 
B. Targeted Projects for Application Layer
From an executable application, a junior programmer can get a great sense of accomplishment. We arrange some simple but complete applications for each Windows application contexts. Table 1 shows all the projects in the application layer. For details:
• We arrange a complex application in the first 3 days to show the basic ideas of Windows programming and MFC structure. This project is from [8] and we streamlined the application. After this demo, the students can build an application called Drawing Board, which is a simple MSPaint.
• For the database application context, we set up two projects, one get the DB connection via ODBC and the other based on ADO. These projects can make the main knowledge of DB application clearly.
• The Process and Thread are basic concepts in OS. We also set up two projects to introduce the MT application in Windows. In ThreadClass application, we use a derived class from the CWinThread class to meet our MT requirement. And use self-definition Windows messages for the start and stop controls of the thread.
• The socket programming is a very common field in generic applications. So we spend two days on TCP and UDP sockets. And in the projects Chatting Room and File Trans, we will use the MT knowledge in previous course.
• We give three projects to show the technology in Process Communication. They are based on the Event, Share Memory and Named Pipe methods.
• The dynamic linking library is an importance issue in Windows application. We set up three small projects in this field. The student should build a standard DLL firstly and call it by dynamic and static approaches.
• The UI design can representation the application directly . We choose some common demos from CodeProject [9] and tell the student how to build a UI with standard and self-definition controls. 
C. Library Management System
After the courses of the Application Layer, students can obtain the main skills to build a Windows application. In order to check their ability and give them a review. We arrange a relatively large project called Library Management System(LMS).The reason of choose this topic as our graduation design is everyone is familiar with the library workflow and we need not spend much time to make the business clear.
The requirements for LMS are:
• Borrow and return books. Borrowers can borrow and return books in LMS. All the user history should be
recorded and can be queried. In order to meet this requirement , LMS must base on a database. User identification. The borrower has a RFID card which has already be recorded in the database. When he want to borrow or return a book, he must credit his card to identification. We give the student a RFID reader and some cards. And we also give them the manual and the SDK of the reader. This requirement need them to operate the RFID reader and practice to handle a strange hardware. Access control. At the entrance of our library, borrower should use his card to open the checking channels. We give the students the communication protocols with which to control the doors. The application should have simple and generous UI..
•
The design and testing documents should be written.
• Finish this application in 5 days.
IV. EVALUATION RESULTS
The PBL based training course for junior Windows programmer started in 2008. During the five years, 98 people entered our training in 7 terms. 94 students had finished the course. In the 94 students, 40(44%) persons were majored in CSE or related majors. While others 54 students were from unrelated majors such as Geology, Management and Chemistry. The main reason for them to participate this course was that they need do some coding work in their daily works.
A. Academic Results
In order to evaluate the study result of this course. We invited 5 senior software programmers to value the graduation project for each students. Table 2 shows the methods of evaluation. We use 6 scoring point to evaluate the products, and we think the code and documents is the most important feature for junior programmers. Each student was valued respectively and given a mean score. According to Fig. 2 , only one student did not pass the graduation test. 5 persons in related majored group got the full score. While only I person did the same work in unrelated majored group. It means that the related education background is important for software programmer. The trends of the two groups are almost same, it shows our course can well fit the requirements of junior software programmers.
B. Student Surveys
After the training, we asked the students some questions like these:
The course has been interesting.
•
[Q2]The course has increased my ability in software programming.
• [Q3]I think I can learn other software programming technologies by myself in the future work. To answer these questions, every student had to choose between six different answers with a numerical value: I fully agree (5); I agree (4); I partially agree (3); I partially disagree (2); I disagree (1); and I fully disagree (0). For the statistics of 94 students, the average values are [Q1] = 3.8, [Q2] = 4.1 and [Q3] = 3.9. We are very pleasure for that [Q3] get 3.9 scores because a main purpose of our training is to tell the students how to handling the problems in software programming.
V.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents an approach to train junior Windows software programmer based on PBL and provides a detailed description of the course structure, the designing of targeted projects, and the evaluations completed in the last five years. The junior Windows software programmer training course has been separated into three phase includes Language Layer, Application Layer and Project Layer. In the Language Layer, 20 dummy examples are designed. In the second phase, the course contains 12 projects to practice the common technologies in Windows programming area. At the end of the training, there is a bigger project named LMS, which combines many technologies to check the students' learning result. This paper also given a method to evaluate the last Grading historgram of unrelated majored students .o1U.OU% 370<%
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